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Round 2 brings a better opponent; the Hawks like that
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Here we see a rare sight: Mike Bibby is defending. (AJC photo by Johnny 

Crawford)

Emotionally, the Hawks are better-suited to playing Orlando than they were Milwaukee. It sounds weird, but 

Round 1 might have ended sooner — in six games, as opposed to seven — had Andrew Bogut been healthy.

The Hawks, as we know, tend to play down to the competition. How else to explain going 4-0 against Boston 

and 1-3 versus the Knicks? Back in March, Jamal Crawford looked toward April and beyond and said: “In the 

playoffs you only get good teams. That’s good for us.”

But the Hawks, like everyone else, saw Milwaukee as less imposing without its most imposing player, and they 

reacted as the Hawks invariably do. They got bored. They won the first two games here and then stopped 

playing. By the time they resumed, they were facing elimination.

Through the power of urgency, they proved the point they should have been proving all along: They really were 

too good for the Bucks-sans-Bogut. They won Games 6 and 7 by an aggregate 35 points. And now we arrive 

at another imponderable regarding this club: We still don’t know if it can win a fight-to-the-finish playoff game.

Of the Hawks’ past 18 postseason games, 16 have been decided by 10 points or more. The exceptions were 

the Bucks’ victories in Games 4 and 5. Not since May 2, 2008 — Game 6 against Boston — have the Hawks 
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won a playoff game without a cushion. On that memorable night they scored on 17 consecutive second-half 

possessions. They executed in a way they haven’t been required to execute since.

Even though these Hawks have survived three Round 1 elimination games and won two Game 7’s breezing, 

we still don’t know if they can function a championship level when circumstances warrant. In the only truly 

close game against Milwaukee, they handed back a nine-point lead in under two minutes.

The Hawks deserve full credit for steeling themselves after that Game 5 fold, but now they’re matched against 

an opponent of comparable worth and a deeper reservoir of achievement. The Magic eliminated both Boston 

and Cleveland last spring to reach the NBA finals. The Magic dispensed with Charlotte in this season’s Round 

1 without stumbling. To make this a series, these Hawks must play better than they’ve ever played.

But here’s the weird part: They’re capable. When they get interested, the Hawks are really good. (They beat 

every team in the NBA except Oklahoma City in 2009-2010.) They’ll be interested from here on.
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